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Corporate
News

Shoaibi Group sponsors and showcases selected partner
innovative products technologies at the 2012 SPE - SAS
Annual Technical Symposium and Exhibition
April 9-11th, 2012 - Al Khobar, KSA

As Gold Sponsors and exhibitors, Shoaibi Group successfully
featured selected partner innovative products and technologies
for the oil and gas industry at the SPE-SAS ATS aimed at assisting
operators to maximise their reservoir’s performance.

Roxar, part of the Emerson Group, renowned for
its 3D reservoir geological modelling and simulation
software, as well as their comprehensive range
of topside, subsea and downhole metering and
monitoring instrumentation;
Ingrain S.A. Ltd., a Digital Rocks and Physics
Lab, which provides core analysis for all reservoir
types using CT scanning techniques, Ingrain can
determine the full range of dynamic rock fluid
processes in a fraction of the time a conventional
lab does.
Xtreme Drilling and Coil Services S.A. Ltd ,
an onshore drilling and well services contractor
which provides dual-purpose hybrid rigs that offer
the flexibility of drilling with either jointed pipe or
larger diameter coiled tubing.

“The high interest shown in our partners product and services line
by visitors attending the symposium and exhibition, was extremely
rewarding,” said Mae Chami, Corporate Communications Director,
Shoaibi Group. “As our efforts in investing and promoting our
partners product technologies which ultimately enhance reservoir
performance is continued, we are also actively demonstrating to
the oil and gas industry that all our products and technologies are
proven game changing applications, that ultimately increase the
recovery factor. These products and technologies fitted perfectly
under the theme of the event which was “Unconventional
Transformation of our Energy Future.”
Moustafa Dernaika, Ingrain manager, Abu Dhabi commented “The SPE SAS Exhibition was a good opportunity for Ingrain S.A. Ltd. to
introduce its latest technology in CT scanning applications and
digital rock computations for shale and carbonate formations.
The booth was visited by many potential clients and researchers
in Saudi Arabia like Saudi Aramco and King Fahad University who
were interested in the digital technology and who particularly
showed interest in Ingrain capabilities in shale workflow and
analysis. These visits played a positive role in raising awareness on
the new Ingrain lab which will open soon in Saudi Arabia. Overall
the show had an excellent and exclusive environment that will
certainly assist in expanding Ingrain’s digital technology in the
Saudi market.”
The stand was visited by Saudi Aramco Sr. VP Upstream , Amin Al Nasser ,
industry professionals, and KFUPM petroleum engineer students who were
keen to learn about the Shoaibi Group promoted technologies.
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Selected Shoaibi Group partners exhibiting
at the Exhibition were:
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News

MIS Arabia new shop inauguration
March 2012, Jubail Industrial City

ARABIA

MIS Arabia, inspite of being relatively new to the market, realized its need to
grow and expand in order to maintain its position as one of the market leaders in
the world of process equipment manufacturing. With this in mind, and after just
10 years since its inception, MIS Arabia recently opened another manufacturing
facility in the heart of the industrial city of Jubail, in close proximity to the existing
shop.
The 21,000 sq. mtr. facility is an addition to the existing vast expanse of MIS
Arabia’s facilities which include a 88,000 sq. mtrs. main facility in Jubail industrial
City and a 30,000 sq. mtr. area next to the Jubail Industrial Port. The new shop
with a covered area of 6,000 sq. mtrs. is divided into 3 bays well equipped with 6
overhead cranes of 16T & 32T capacities with the provision of mobile cranes and
hydraulic boom & gantry lifting systems to be used in the outside yard.
MIS Arabia intends to maintain the new workshop exclusively for the
manufacturing of heat exchangers, skid modules and other special equipment
involving light & medium fabrication as it broadens its focus to more specialized
equipment while continuing to excel in the manufacture of the heavy core process
equipment like columns, reactors & vessels from the main facility.
MIS Arabia Co. Ltd. (MIS Arabia) is partly owned by the Lamprell Group following
Lamprell’s successful acquisition of the MIS Group in July 2011. Lamprell, based
in the UAE and with operations throughout the region, is a leading provider of
diversified engineering and contracting services to the onshore and offshore oil &
gas and renewable energy industries.
For more information, visit:
www.misarabia.com.sa or www.lamprell.com

Trading
News

Shoaibi Group secures important
POs from Saudi Aramco

Integrated Electronics Trading Company Ltd
has been awarded Three important Purchase
Orders by Saudi Aramco for supply of valve
products:
Integrated Electronics Trading Co Ltd (INELCO), a
Shoaibi Group subsidiary, has been awarded three
important Purchase Orders by Saudi Aramco for the
supply of (1) 71 off Check Valves 6” 900 CL, (2) 1
off Electric Operated Ball Valve 30” 300 CL & 6 off
Hydraulic Operated Ball Valves 30” 300 CL and (3)
various spare parts for valves. All the equipment
and spare parts will be manufactured in Italy by
PetrolValves Srl.
General Technology and Systems Co secures a
strategic Purchase Order for the supply of OCTG
to Saudi Aramco:
Shoaibi Group announced that its affiliate General
Technology & Systems Co. (Gentas) has been
awarded an important purchase order from Saudi
Aramco for supply of 2026 tons of 11”, 9 5/8 and
7” premium casing to Saudi Aramco’s Drilling &
Workover Department for the red sea exploration
project. The pipes will be manufactured by Tenaris at
its factory in Tamsa (Mixico).

The group’s Trading Director Nidal
Al Bargawi stated: “This is a major
accomplishment for Gentas / Tenaris
in Saudi market given the importance
of the project for Saudi Aramco”.
The Saudi Commercial Import company Ltd
secures important Purchase Orders from
Saudi Aramco:
SCICL has been awarded a purchase order from
Saudi Aramco for the supply of 4 sets of subsea
well head equipment for Aramco’s Red Sea
exploration project.
SCICL has secured a very important PO from
Saudi Aramco for the supply of 3 sets of 5-1/2”
Anchor Hanger, 3 sets of 5-1/2” Launcher, and
245 expandable joints from Enventure.
Saudi Aramco continues to award SCICL
Purchase Orders for the supply of Alcatel SDH
Transmission Equipment Spares.
SCICL secured a PO from KJO for the supply
of 5 MPFM (Multi Phase Flow Meters) from
ROXAR. This is an important success and a good
development for SCICL/Roxar MPFM business.
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The group’s Trading Director Nidal Al Bargawi stated:
“These orders confirm the leading position achieved
by Shoaibi Group at Saudi Aramco and maintains the
successful long standing relationship of our Group with our
various strategic principals”.
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SG
People

Saudi Office
Promotions

Laila Al Faifi

Human Resources

New members

Arash Saidi

Legal Department

February 2012

March 2012

Laila Al Faifi was promoted to the position
of Group Human Resources Manager
heading the SG Human Resources
Department.

Arash Saidi joined the Shoaibi Group’s Legal Department in March 2012
as Group Deputy General Counsel. Arash brings 12 years of extensive
commercial, investment and corporate law experience, in both private practice
and industry. Arash holds both Bachelor of Laws and a Bachelor of Business
(Banking & Finance) degree from the Queensland University of Technology in
Australia. Prior to joining Shoaibi Group, Arash was the General Counsel of a
major investment bank in Bahrain.

In this capacity, Laila will be reporting directly to the Group MD, and will be
responsible for the overall provision of Human Resources Services, Policies,
and Programs for the Group.
Responsibilities of her role will include:
•
•

•

The Development of the Human Resources Department.
Establishing and leading the recruiting and hiring practices and
procedures.
Development & Maintenance of Human Resources Information Systems.
Organization Development.
Performance Management and Appraisal Systems.
Leading company employment and compliance to all existing labor legal
requirements & regulatory concerns.
Policy & Procedure development and documentation.

•

Employee relations & company employee communication.

•

Compensation and benefits administration.

•

Training and Development.

•

Employee services.

•
•
•
•

We wish her all the success in her new role
with the support of every member of the
Group

Jawad Hussain
Jawad Hussain, Commercial Manager, Trading Operations, has retired after
serving 19 years with the Shoaibi Group. The Board of Directors would like to
thank him for his exemplary service, dedication, and loyalty to the Group. We
wish him all the best in his future endeavors.
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Farewells
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Your feedback is valuable to us!
Thank you to all markets, and partners for your input and valuable news that was
contributed to this issue of our newsletter. We look forward to your comments
suggestions and articles for the next issue.
Tell us what you think of this issue of the Newsletter.
All ideas, criticism and of course praise are welcomed.

Editorial Team:
Mae Chami
Suite 4103, Al Moayyed Tower - Seef District, Manama - Kingdom of Bahrain
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